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Abstract 
Chein, Habib and Maurer’s representation of a partitive lattice by atomic extensions is 
generalized to an arbitrary (finite) ordered set. Moreover, we give another representation using 
a system of elementary ordered sets directed by a lattice tree. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Partitive lattices 
According to Definition 6 in [4], a partitive hypergraph is a pair (X, b) where X is 
a finite set and d is a family of subsets of X, such that: 
(i) The empty set and the full set X are in 8. 
(ii) If a and b are in d then the intersection (anb) is in 6. 
(iii) If a and b are in 8, such that a and b intersect properly (it will be defined later), 
then (aub) and (adb) are in b. 
A partitive lattice is then defined as a lattice isomorphic to a partitive hypergraph 
(ordered by inclusion). 
It has been shown in [4] that these structures appear in Cl, 2,3,5,7,8]. 
Examples. (1) Every finite boolean 
(2) Recall that Mn (n >O) is an 
families of atoms and coatoms are 
M-lattice is a partitive lattice. 
1.2. Atomic extensions 
lattice is a partitive lattice. 
(n +2)-element lattice for which the respective 
the same (we will speak of an M-lattice). Every 
Definition 7 in [4] presents the atomic extension (Tl, a, T2) of a lattice Tl by a lattice 
T2 in an atom aET1 (‘in order to obtain a characterization of partitive lattices’). 
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More generally, we can consider an atomic extension (7’1, a, T2) where Tl and T2 
are ordered sets: the ordered set (Tl, a, T2) is given by the substitution of the interval 
[0, a] by T2 in T 1. 
I .3. Generation of partitive lattices by atomic extensions 
According to Theorem 2.2 in [4], the class of partitive lattices is the smallest class of 
lattices containing the finite boolean lattices, the M-lattices and closed under atomic 
extension. 
2. Pre-extensive elements 
Throughout this study, we consider finite ordered sets. In the general case, they 
contain a least element (denoted 0), a greatest element (denoted 1) and another 
element. However, for an ordered set U we will also consider the totally ordered sets 
[a, l] (the principal filters) where u is 1 or a coatom in U. 
Let U be an ordered set: as an extension of the case of hypergraphs, we say that UE U 
and VEU intersect properly if the following properties (i) and (ii) are satisfied: 
(i) u and v are not comparable. 
(ii) There exists WE( U - 0) such that w < u and w < v. 
Definition 1. Let U be an ordered set: UE U is a pre-extensive element if for every VE U, 
(i) or (ii) holds: 
(i) u and v are comparable. 
(ii) When u and v are not comparable, w <a and w < v imply w =O. 
Property 1 (obvious). u is not a pre-extensive element ifthere exists v such that u and 
v intersect properly. 
Example. The atoms, 0 and 1 are pre-extensive elements. 
Definition 2. An extensive element is a pre-extensive element that is not an atom, 0 or 1. 
To illustrate the motivation for this definition, consider two ordered sets I’, Wand 
an atom tE V: it is easy to see that t is an extensive element in the atomic extension 
(V, t, W). 
3. Elementary ordered sets 
Definition 3. An elementary ordered set is an ordered set without any extensive 
element. 
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Examples. (1) Every M-lattice and every boolean lattice are elementary lattices. 
(2) The chain 0 <u < u < 1 is not an elementary ordered set (since the coatom u is an 
extensive element). 
(3) Let C be a chain: the hypergraph of all the C-intervals, ordered by inclusion, is 
an elementary lattice called the C-grid. 
4. Lattice trees 
Definition 4. A lattice tree T is an ordered set such that, for every tg(T-0), the 
principal filter [t, l] is totally ordered (see also Property 2). 
Examples. (1) Every chain is a lattice tree. 
(2) Every M-lattice is a lattice tree. 
(3) Let C be a chain: the C-grid is not a lattice tree (recall that ICI >2). 
Property 2. An ordered set is a lattice tree ifSevery element is a pre-extensive element. 
Consequently, a lattice tree T is a lattice such that for s, tET, inf(s, t) is s, t or 0. 
Proof. Let T be a lattice tree. Suppose that UE T is not an extensive element: there exist 
v and w # 0 such that u and L’ are not comparable and (u, v} c [w, 11, a contradiction. 
Let U be an ordered set for which every element is a pre-extensive element. Suppose 
that there exist u,t’, not comparable, and w such that {u, v} E[W, 11: according to 
Definition 1, this gives w =O. 0 
Notation. For a lattice tree T and 0 <s < t in T, (s < t) is the unique predecessor of 
t such that sd(s<t)<t. 
5. The mapping Q, 
Notation. For an ordered set U, P(U) is the ordered set of the pre-extensive 
elements of U. 
Property 3 (See Property 2). P(U) is a lattice tree. 
TWO particular cases are (i) P(U)= U iff U is a lattice tree. (ii) U is an elementary 
ordered set iff P(U) is an M-lattice. 
Lemma and notation. Let U be an ordered set and UE(U - 0): thefamily of pre-extensive 
elements in [u, l] is totally ordered. We denote by q(u), the least element of this family. 
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Proof. If there exist two pre-extensive elements s and t in [u, 11, s and t non- 
comparable, then s and t intersect properly, which is a contradiction 
(Property 1). 0 
In this lemma we have O<u<q(u) and q(u)@P(U)-0). Obviously, if q(u) or u is an 
atom then u=q(u). 
Property 4. (i) Zf 0 < v <u then q(v) d q(u). 
(ii) ZfO<u<u and q(v)#q(u) then q(v)<q(u) and (q(u)+q(u))<u. 
Proof. (i) Since u<q(u). 
(ii) According to Property 1, (q(v)@q(u)) and u are comparable. 0 
Notations. (1) For an ordered set U, an element is in Z(U) iff it is neither 0 nor an 
atom. 
(2) Let U be an ordered set and teZ(P(U)): U’ is the ordered set that contains 
q-l(t), all the predecessors of t in Z’(U) and 0. 
Property 5. (i) The greatest element of U’ is t. 
(ii) Z(U’)=q-l(t). 
(iii) The atoms of U’ are the predecessors oft in P(U). 
(iv) V-is an elementary ordered set. Moreover, for UE U’ and VE U, u and v intersect 
properly in U $f this properly holds in U’. 
Proof. (ii) and (iii): Consider q(u)= r for u # t. This gives u~l(U). Consequently, 
there exists u<u in (U-O). If q(v)=t then u~l(U’). If q(v)#t then (q(v)<t)<u 
(Property4(ii): u~l(U’). Let r be a predecessor of t in P(U). Suppose that r is 
not an atom in U’: there exists WEU such that q(w)=t and w <r, which is a 
contradiction. 
(iv): Consider q(u)= t for u # t: there exists v in U for which u and u intersect 
properly (Property 1). Thus u, u are not comparable and there exists WE(U -0) such 
that w <u and w < v. Denote r = q(w) and s = q(u). According to Property 4(i), r d s and 
r d t, hence s and t are comparable. If s < t then r < t which implies (r < t) <u 
(Property 4(ii)). But s d (r Q t) (since [r, l] is totally ordered): this gives v <u, a contra- 
diction. Similarly, t < s cannot occur. 
Two cases now remain: (*) If r = s = t: u and v intersect properly in U’. 
(**) If r<s=t: (r4 t)<u and (r& t)<v (Property 4(ii)), thus u and v intersect 
properly in U’. 0 
Notation (The mapping a). For an ordered set U, Q(U) =(P(U), (U’)) where the 
family (U’) is indexed by Z(P(U)). 
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6. Atomic extensions 
Property 6. Consider two ordered sets U’, U “, an atom aE U’ and the atomic extension 
U =(U’,a, U”): 
(i) P(U) is the afomic extension (P(U’), a, P(U”)). 
(ii) For fEZ(P(U”)), U’= U”’ (for t=a, U”” is U”‘). 
(iii) For tel(P(U’)), U’= U”. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are easy. 
(iii): The predecessors oft in P(U) and in P( U’) are the same (see (i)). Thus, the only 
difficulty in comparing U’ and U” is the following: if u~l(U’) and u~U” then uda 
which gives t <a, a contradiction. q 
For an ordered set U and u~l(U), we say that u is of height 2 when every 
predecessor of u is an atom. 
Property 7 (easy). Let U be an ordered set and tgl(P(U)): 
(i) U’={ucU and tibt} $ff is ofheight 2 in P(U). 
(ii) U’=U tjf (i) is true and t=l (P(U) is an M-lattice; U is an elementary 
ordered set). 
(iii) In case (i) and nof (ii), U is the atomic extension (U -((UC-- t) -0, t, U’). 
Notation. Let F be a family of ordered sets: by reference to [4], we denote CHM(F) 
the smallest class of ordered sets containing F and closed under atomic extension. 
Theorem 1. (i) Let E be a family ofelementary ordered sets:for any UeCHM(E), the 
family (U ‘) of Q(U) is contained in E. 
(ii) Let U be an ordered set: UeCHM(U’), where (UC) is the family of elementary 
ordered sets of Q(U). 
Proof. (i) Consider the following class S of ordered sets: E c S ECHM(E) and for 
every U in S the family (UC) of Q(U) is contained in E. 
According to Property 6, S is closed under atomic extension. Consequently, 
S=CHM(E). 
(ii) If U is an elementary ordered set then U = U I. Consider U outside this case. 
According to Property 7(iii), we take an element tl of height 2 in P(U): U is the atomic 
extension(Ul,tl,U”),where Ul=U-{{U”-tl)-O).Similarly,when Ulisnotan 
elementary ordered set we take an element t2 in P(U 1) and we obtain 
U1=(U2,t2,Ut2) (since Ult2=Ut2). And so on. 
At the end, we have an elementary ordered set Un and Un= U’. Finally 
U=(...((U’,tn,U’“),t(n-l),Ut(“-l)) ,.._, tl,U”). 0 
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Corollary (see the end of this proof). Consider a property for ordered sets which is 
compatible with atomic extensions: if all the U’ of Q(U) have this property then U has 
this property. 
7. The mapping 
Definition 5. A calibrated system (T,(K)) satisfies the following properties (CSl) 
and (CS2): 
(CSl) T is a lattice tree and (IQ is a family of elementary ordered sets indexed by Z(T). 
(CS2) For each tEZ(T), the atoms of V, are the predecessors of t in T. 
Example. For any ordered set U, @(U) is a calibrated system. 
Let (T, (V,)) be a calibrated system. We denote by V the set which is the disjoint 
union of T and the sets {I( V,)- l,}, where 1, is the greatst element of K. Then for each 
tgZ( T), we identify t and 1,. Thus, any element of I( I’) can be written uniquely as a, 
where a~l( K). 
Hereafter, we will introduce a relation W. We present the conditions RELl and 
REL2 for W on the set Z(V) and then REL3 for BY on the set I’. 
(RELl) a,B?b, iff adb in K. 
(REL2) For t#s in Z(T), a,Wb, iff t<s in Tand (tes)<b in V,. 
It is easy to see that this relation W is an order relation. 
We now extend 9 over the full set V, to obtain an ordered set (V, 9) for which the 
least element and the atoms are those of T. To do this, we specify the following REL3: 
(REL3) For an atom t in T, for SEZ(T) and for b,EZ(V), tgb, iff t<s in T and 
(t<s)<b in V,. 
Notation (The mapping 52). For a calibrated system (T,(K)), s2( T, (V,)) is the ordered 
set V (the set V ordered by 9). 
Property 8 (Consequences of RELl, REL2, REL3). For V=Q(T,(v)): 
(i) The greatest element of V is the greatest element of T. 
(ii) t<s in T ifStWs in V. 
(iii) For a,b in Z(V,), a<b in V, iffa,%!bb, in V. 
(iv) For a predecessor r of t in T (an atom r of L’J and for bcZ(K), r < b in K 
ifs r 92 b, in V. 
Property 9. Consider V=s)(T,(K)): u, and b, intersect properly in V ifs t =s and a, b 
intersect properly in K. 
Proof. Suppose that w@ V- 0) satisfies w W a, and w 9 b, in V. This element w is either 
an atom (say r) or an element of Z(V) (say (c,): in both cases, r d t and r d s in T, so that 
t and s are comparable (in T and in V). 
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If t <s then a, W t W(r<s) 2 b,: a, and b, are comparable in I/. The conclusion 
follows using Property 8(iii) and (iv). 0 
Theorem 2. The mappings @ and Q are reciprocal bijections between the class of ordered 
sets and the class of calibrated systems. 
Proof. Starting with an ordered set U, the mapping @ gives the calibrated system 
(P(U), (U’)). Then the set obtained by the mapping Sz is exactly the set U (the disjoint 
union of P(U) and the sets {l(U’)-t}). W e will show that the order W on U is the 
initial order G,. 
First, the atoms and the least element are the same for B and for f. We then 
consider a, and b, in I(U): 
(i) Case s=t: a,9bb, iff adb in U’ (RELl) iff a,<b, in U. 
(ii) Case s # t: if a, 9 b, then t <s in P(U) and (t <s) < b in U” (REL2), thus a, d b, in 
U (since a, d t <(t 6 s)). 
If a, < b, in U then t <s in P(U) and (t 4 s) < b in U” (Property 4(ii), hence a, a b, 
(REL2). 
Now, we consider an atom tin U (in P(U)) and b,EI(U): if tBbb, then t<s in P(U) 
and (t @ s) < b in U” (REL3), thus t Q b, in U (since t <(t + s)). If t < b, in U then t <s in 
P(U) and (t << s) <b in U” (Property 4(ii), hence t 9 b, (REL3). 
Starting with a calibrated system (T,(v)), the mapping 52 gives the ordered set V. 
First, the atoms, least element and greatest element are the same in V and in T. 
Moreover, according to Properties 9 and 1, the set P(V) is exactly the set T and, 
because of Property 8(ii), the lattice trees are the same. 
Consider a,EZ( V) and denote s= q(a,): a,% t (because f is the greatest element in Q, 
thus sdt in T. If sf t then a,W s gives t <s in T (REL2), a contradiction. Conse- 
quently, s=t. This shows that for each tEI(T), the sets I( V,) and I(V’) are the same. 
Thus, the sets V, and V are the same. Finally, the ordered sets V, and I/’ are the same 
(see Property 8(iii) and (iv). q 
Corollary (of Theorems 1 and 2). Let E be a family of elementary ordered sets: the class 
CHM(E) is given (through the mapping 12) by the calibrated systems (T,( q))for which 
all the V, are in E. 
A very particular case is as follows: If E = {M-lattices} then CHM(E) is simply the 
class of lattice trees. 
8. Lattices 
Chein et al. [4] has established that an atomic extension of two lattices is a lattice. 
Consequently (corollary of Theorem l), for an ordered set U if all the U’ of Q(U) are 
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lattices, then U is a lattice. On the other hand, consider an ordered set U, ~EZ(P(U)) 
and u,v in U’. 
Suppose that a = Inf(u, v) in U. When a = u or a = v or a = 0, this element a is in U’. 
Except in these cases, u and v intersect properly in U, thus u and v intersect properly in 
U’ (Property 5(iv)), hence UE U’. 
Suppose that b = Sup(u, v) in U: u < t and v < t imply b d t, thus q(b) < t. Then q(b) = t 
(Property 4(i)), hence bEU’. We thereby obtain the following property. 
Property 10. Let U be an ordered set: U is a lattice ifall the U’ of@(U) are lattices. 
Alternatively, let (T, (V,)) be a calibrated system: 52( T, (vf)) is a lattice ifs all the y are 
lattices. 
9. Atomic ordered sets 
Let U be an ordered set and u~l(U): we denote by A(u) the subset of the atoms 
r such that r < u. 
Definition 6. An ordered set U is atomic when for each u~l(U), u = Sup(A(u)) (Sup is 
supremum). 
Examples. (1) All M-lattices are atomic, except the three-element chain. 
(2) Boolean lattices are atomic. 
(3) Grids are atomic. 
Property 11. Let U be an ordered set: U is atomic ifall the U’ of Q(U) are atomic. 
Alternatively, let (T, (V,)) be a calibrated system: Q( T, (V,)) is atomic ifSal1 the K are 
atomic. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that U is atomic. Take tcZ(P(U)) and u~l(U’): ifs is a predecessor 
of t in P(U) (an atom of U’) such that s d u and r is an atom of U such that r < s then 
r < u. On the other hand, if r is an atom of U and r < u then (r 4 t) < u. This shows that 
U’ is atomic. 
(ii) Suppose that all the U’ of G(U) are atomic. We use the corollary of Theorem 1. 
Consider two atomic ordered sets Ul, U2, an atom tEU1, the atomic extension 
U=(Ul,t, U2) and u~l(U). 
(*) When urzZ(U2), u=Sup(A(u)) in U2 gives the same property in U. 
(**) Now u~l(U1). 
If u and t are not comparable then u = Sup(A(u)) in Ul gives the same property in U. 
If t 5 u then denote by A the subset A(u) in U, by Al the subset A(u) in Ul and by A2 
the family of atoms of U2: A is the disjoint union of {Al -t} and A2. We see that 
u = Sup(A1) in Ul gives u= Sup(A1 -t, A2) in U, which is u = Sup(A) in U. 
The conclusion is that U is an atomic ordered set. 0 
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Fig. 1. The ordered set U 
10. Applications 
Theorems 1 and 2 can be applied to the following two problems: 
- Starting with a class S of ordered sets, characterize the elementary ordered sets 
associated with S (the U’ of G(U) for UES). 
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Fig. 2. The lattice tree T. 
- Starting with a family E of elementary ordered 
ordered sets CHM(E). 
For example in [4]: 
sets, characterize the class of 
(*) The class of partitive lattices gives the family E = {M-lattices, boolean lattices). 
Then the class of partitive lattices is exactly CHM(E). 
According to the corollary of Theorems 1 and 2, CHM(E) is given by the calibrated 
system (7’,(K)) for which all the K are in E. 
(*) The class of atomic partitive lattices is associated with the class of committees of 
hypergraphs. 
This gives the family E’ which is E excluding the three-element chain. Then the class of 
atomic partitive lattices is exactly CHM(E’). 
(*) Similarly, [4] characterizes the class of partitive lattices associated with un- 
directed graphs (this gives a family E” strictly contained in E’). 
As a direct generalization of [4], Habib (in his thesis [6]) introduces the class of 
semi-partitive lattices (e.g. in 1.1 (iii), (a&) is not necessarily in 8). This gives the family 
(M-lattices, boolean lattices, grids). The subclass of semi-partitive lattices associated 
with graphs is also characterized. 
We have presented other references related to graph theory in the following two 
papers available at the author’s address: (a) Cahiers de Dea, F/G/H, 1984; (b) Survey 
(dans la ligne Chein, Habib and Maurer), fevrier 1988. 
11. Some diagrams 
Consider the ordered set U illustrated in Fig. 1: the mapping @ gives the lattice tree 
P(U)= T (see Fig. 2), the grid U’ and the three-element chain U’ (see Fig. 3). 















Fig. 4. (a) The elementary ordered set VI. (b) The elementary ordered set K. 
Consider the lattice tree T and the two elementary ordered sets VI and V, (see 
Fig. 4): (T, ( VI, V,)) is a calibrated system and the mapping 52 gives the ordered set 
I/ illustrated in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. The ordered set V. 
According to Theorem 2: 
(*) (T,(U’, U’)) is a calibrated system and s2(T,(U’, U’))= U. 
(w) P(V)=T, V’=V, and V’=K. 
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